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Please complete this evaluation of the webinar, and we appreciate your feedback and ideas for future topics.
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Resources and Further Reading

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie: The danger of a single story | TED Talk

Human Centered Design for Human Services (HCD4HS) Project — Nominate a Human Services Program | The Administration for Children and Families (hhs.gov)

Government Innovation in Child Welfare (ssir.org)

Design for policy and public services | Centre For Public Impact (CPI)

https://www.creativereactionlab.com/our-approach
The Case for Participatory Methods in Design Research | by Sarah Fathallah | Pollinator | Medium

The Future of Healing: Shifting From Trauma Informed Care to Healing Centered Engagement | by Shawn Ginwright | Medium

For sustainable social innovation, we need to rethink human-centered design | by Jessica Mason | Medium

The Tree of Life: A Simple Exercise for Reclaiming Your Identity and Direction in Life Through Story

The Port Huron Statement by Tom Hayden

The CARMA Chronicles

Upcoming Trainings

Please join our final Summer Training Series presentation:

- July 21st 11am-12pm | Youth Panel: A Youth Perspective on Structural Racism